RELAX & REVIVE

WELCOME TO THE CC SPA
CC Spa is the perfect place to unwind and
get that little bit of time just for yourself.
You can unwind before your treatment in
our hydrotherapy pool and select one of
our signature Caudalie treatments in which
to indulge.
Our expert therapists will not only provide
you with a relaxing treatment experience
but are also happy to help and advise you
on any face and body products or one of
our fantastic CND nail treatments.

CC SPA OPENING TIMES
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

08:00 - 19:00
08:00 - 21:00
08:00 - 19:00
08:00 - 21:00
08:00 - 19:00
08:00 - 19:00
08:00 - 19:00

Times are subject to change

Caudalie is the most beautiful, glamorous French
skincare brand, that combines the latest scientific
techniques with the ancient secrets from their
vineyards in Bordeaux.
A Caudalie product delivers gorgeous textures
and aromas that are a delight on the skin,
whilst delivering exceptional results. Caudalie
Vinotherapists are extensively trained to deliver
the ultimate in luxurious, indulgent treatment
experiences, which are globally recognised as
a must-have treatment experience.
“The vine and grape extracts used for
our patents come from the vineyards
of Bordeaux, Champagne and Burgundy.
Every day, we are looking for the next
‘green’ active ingredients to strengthen
our Cosm’ethics.”

At CC Spa we use the ‘best’ products to help
provide the ‘best’ treatments and our chosen nail
brand is no exception. CND is the global leader in
nail, hand and foot beauty, with their award-winning
and innovative products CND ensures the hands
and feet are left feeling pampered and rewarded.
Choose between CND Shellac treatment or CND
Vinylux polish for your manicures and pedicures.

The Vita Liberata spray tan treatment
is the ultimate in luxury. It dries in
seconds on the skin for comfort, looks
completely natural, contains Odour
Remove™ so it smells of nothing and
fades perfectly over 5-7 days. It contains
certified organic botanicals for skin
conditioning and a Moisture Locking
System for skin hydration. It is available
in a variety of shades to suit every skin
tone and desired result and is adored by
celebrities around the world including
Ellie Goulding, Sofia Vergara and
Gwyneth Paltrow.

FA C IA L
T R E AT M E N T S

Our facial treatments were developed from the unique combination of our patented grape
and grapevine ingredients with the latest skincare techniques. In the hands of our therapists,
you’ll experience a full regimen of skincare treatments paired with relaxing massages for
firmer, healthier, more beautiful skin.
PREMIER CRU FACIAL
75 MINUTES £92
ULTIMATE ANTI-AGING

This exceptional beauty treatment is a blend of our most effective anti-ageing
ingredients and treats all signs of skin ageing. Thanks to an innovative massage
technique, followed by an exclusive mask enriched with Resveratrol, the skin feels
denser, smoother and firmer. Wrinkles and fine lines fade visibly with the use
of Caudalie’s new revolutionary patented complex called Vinergy® complex, a
breakthrough on restoring cell energy metabolism in partnership with Harvard
Medical University to deliver 7 times the results. Skin appears younger, firmer
and the appearance of wrinkles reduced. The skin glows with vitality.

VINOPERFECT
RADIANCE FACIAL

VINOSOURCE HYDRATING
& NOURISHING FACIAL

60 MINUTES £72

60 MINUTES £72

COMPLEXION CORRECTING /
ANTI-DARK SPOT

HYDRATION

A unique facial treatment specially designed to
correct the complexion, restoring radiance and
vitality to the skin. Specially created for tired, dull
& uneven skin types, this is a must have facial
treatment. A massage with essential oils and
small hot and cold basalt stones, awaken the
luminosity of the complexion, inducing a feeling
of well-being.
A Radiance Peeling Mask is applied for a gentle
peeling action to restore your complexion’s even
tone. The Vinoperfect Serum adds the finishing
touch to this treatment, leaving you looking
radiant, even and luminous.

RESVERATROL LIFT FACIAL
60 MINUTES £72
FIRMING, LIFTING AND ANTI-WRINKLE

Specially created for skin that lacks firmness,
contour & vitality. After the skin is gently cleansed,
a stimulating massage visibly firms and redefines
the contours of your face. The application of
a warming mask enhances the lifting effect of
Caudalie’s Resveratrol Lift products. The toning
and lifting effects are immediate, your face
appears re-sculpted, radiant and youthful.

A skin-renewing treatment to deeply moisturise
the skin. This treatment starts with a gentle
cleansing of the skin and exfoliation. A massage
with fresh grapes followed by a recovery essential
oil massage soothes dryness, the application of an
intensely moisturising mask, and our Vinosource
products restore moisture levels for a healthy,
glowing appearance.

VINE[ACTIV] DETOX FACIAL
60 MINUTES £72
GLOW ACTIVATING, ANTI-WRINKLE

This facial is the perfect solution for those wishing
to protect their skin from the ravishes of pollution
and early wrinkles, whilst energizing your skin to
deliver a healthy radiant glow. Incorporating a
relaxing massage using Jade stones, this facial
also combines the purifying properties of a pink
clay, coffee & grape marc mask with our powerful
antioxidant collection VineActiv, combining
grape polyphenols, Vitamin E & Vitamin C
for protection.

S I G NAT U R E
T R E AT M E N T S

The Captain’s Club have worked exclusively with Caudalie to create some truly
spectacular ‘Signature Treatments’.
We have used the most powerful Caudalie products combined with the most indulgent
advanced massage techniques to create the best spa treatments for our guests. Together
we have designed these treatments to indulge all the senses, deeply relax the mind and
recharge the entire body.
THE ULTIMATE
FACE & BODY
EXPERIENCE
120 MINUTES £120

THE ULTIMATE
UPPER BODY
EXPERIENCE

THE ULTIMATE
DETOX
EXPERIENCE

85 MINUTES £90

55 MINUTES £72

The most indulgent treatment
from Caudalie, a top to toe
experience for pure tranquillity
and relaxation. This treatment
includes everything from
body brushing to exfoliation
to prepare the skin, leaving it
feeling silky soft and smooth,
followed by a luxurious ‘Divine
body massage’ flowing into a full
Caudalie facial, finishing with
a a relaxing scalp massage to
calm your mind and leave you
feeling deeply relaxed.

This luxurious back, face and
scalp treatment starts with a
cleansing of the back, followed
by exfoliation and an intense
back massage to ease away
stress and tension. As your body
is relaxed we treat & hydrate
your skin with a Caudalie facial
to suit your wishes, finishing with
a relaxing scalp massage to help
calm your mind and leave you
feeling re-charged.

This face & body detox
treatment is about cleansing,
nourishing & relaxing the mind,
face & body, leaving you feeling
invigorated and purged of toxins.
Our skilled therapists cleanse,
exfoliate & treat the skin with an
eliminating mask, then provide
an invigorating body massage
(30minutes to your specific area
of tension). Your skin feels clean,
nourished and healthy, whilst
your body’s energy is restored.

MASSAGES

WINE MAKERS MASSAGE
FULL BODY 55 MINUTES £75

FLEUR DE VIGNE
CANDLE MASSAGE

BACK MASSAGE 25 MINUTES £42

55 MINUTES £72

AN INVIGORATING
& DEEP MASSAGE

RELAXING AND SOOTHING

This intense massage is Caudalie’s signature
treatment that recreates the ritualistic steps
of the wine-making process on the body,
transforming the grapes into wine as the stress
of the body is transformed into energy. This
treatment alternates techniques using bare
hands, pressure on the energy paths and a
heated wine maker’s stick to deeply relieve
muscular tension and energise. No area of
the body is overlooked from the tips of your
fingers to the bottoms of your feet, you will
leave bursting with energy!

This full body Caudalie massage is
performed under the soft light glow of a
massage candle that melts into a warm oil,
delicately scented with Fleur de Vigne
(Grape Blossom), enjoy a unique and
relaxing experience where all your senses
will be indulged. Tension will be relieved
and you will regain your energy.

THE DES VIGNES
BODY MASSAGE
55 MINUTES £72
RELAXING

DIVINE BODY MASSAGE
55 MINUTES £72
BACK MASSAGE 25 MINUTES £40
RELAXING

This treatment incorporates the signature
Caudalie massage, featuring the Awardwinning Divine Oil. Indulge in the floral,
sun-kissed fragrance of Divine oil, while
compression techniques gently sooth tension
and re-boost your energy. Your skin will be
luxuriously softened, moisturised and
wrapped in a delicate fragrance blend of
roses, grapefruit, pink pepper, vanilla,
cedar and white musk.

This treatment incorporates our signature
Caudalie massage, using techniques to
deeply relax the muscles and mind. The Des
Vignes fragrance captures the last dusk
falling on the sweet grapevines in a sensual,
powdery evening scent. Combining subtle
notes of honeyed ginger liqueur, neroli,
orange blossom, white musk and jasmine
in calming & sensual fragrance.

WRAPS
& E X F O L IAT I O N
T R E AT M E N T S

Allow yourself to be pampered by the expert hands of Vinotherapists who will lavish upon
you exceptional treatments with Caudalie products, applauded by doctors and surgeons
across the world for their exceptional anti-oxidant properties.
CONTOURING &
INVIGORATING BODY WRAP

55 MINUTES £70

STIMULATING, ILLUMINATING

This balancing and detoxifying treatment
involves gentle exfoliation with our Crushed
Cabernet Scrub, followed by an application of the
Contouring Concentrate, designed to help boost
the metabolism and ease away tension it also
speeds up the elimination of toxins. This is followed
by an application of our Vine Body Butter and
being wrapped to cocoon the body. This treatment
includes a full scalp massage for total relaxation.

CRUSHED CABERNET
BODY TREATMENT

55 MINUTES £70

STIMULATING AND FIRMING

This indulgent body treatment incorporates one of
the most popular scrubs from the Vinothérapie®
Spas. This exfoliation technique regains your
skin’s radiance and softness, providing optimum
opportunity for the skin to absorb all the hydrating
ingredients to follow. The Caudalie signature
sculpting massage follows, using the Contouring
Concentrate, which stimulates the systems of the
body and encourages natural elimination of toxins,
smooth cellulite and refine your body. An ideal
treatment for relieving tension, invigorating your
mind & body and as part of a slimming programme.
Your skin will be left feeling clean, refined and
perfectly smooth.

DIVINE SCRUB

25 MINUTES £40

NOURISHING AND FIRMING

A glamorous scrub that gently exfoliates your body
and helps you regain smooth, fresh skin thanks to
brown sugar, grape-seed oil and the Divine Oil.
The application of the Nourishing Body Lotion
combined with Divine Oil finishes off this treatment
and leaves your skin luminous and lightly scented.

RELAXING & NOURISHING
BODY WRAP

55 MINUTES £70
MOISTURISING

A deeply nourishing treatment for the body, starting
with the Divine Scrub to exfoliate, followed by an
application of Divine Oil and Vine Body Butter for
a deeply moisturising effect. The products are left
to penetrate under a wrap whilst enjoying a scalp
massage for total relaxation. The skin is left looking
radiant and feeling wonderfully smooth.

THE DES VIGNES COCOON

55 MINUTES £70
MOISTURISING

This relaxing and indulgent body treatment
incorporates one of the most popular scrubs from
our Vinothérapie® Spas. This exfoliation technique
regains your skin’s radiance and softness, providing
optimum opportunity for the skin to absorb all
the hydrating ingredients to follow. The Caudalie
massage will ease away your aches and pains
and leave you with a deep sense of relaxation and
peace. Your skin will feel nourished, refined and
perfectly smooth.

P R E N ATA L
T R E AT M E N T S

PRENATAL MASSAGE
55 MINUTES £72

ULTIMATE PRENATAL
TREATMENT

SOOTHING AND RELIEVING

75 MINUTES £90

This gentle full body massage soothes tension
brought on by pregnancy, stimulates blood
circulation and improves the skin’s tone and
elasticity. Safely enjoy a moment of absolute
relaxation and well-being with your baby.

RELAXATION

PRENATAL COCOON
55 MINUTES £70
MOISTURISING

The ultimate treatment for your skin and body
during pregnancy, this uplifting treatment works
to bring back radiance, restore and renew your
skin. Using only the safest products to help treat
your skin after your 1st trimester, we perform a
gentle back, hand and foot exfoliation followed by
a mixture of the nourishing body lotion, combined
with Vinosource oil, which uses rose to beautifully
hydrate and care for expanding skin and help
reduce the risk of stretch marks.

Indulge all the senses with this signature
body treatment, have time out to relax and
appreciate the joy of pregnancy with this
top-to-toe treatment. Including a relaxing
full body massage to dissolve the body of its
extra stress and strains that pregnancy can
cause, treat the skin to an ultimate hydration
treatment to help smooth and nourish dry skin.
No area is overlooked from ankles to bump, our
vinotherapists will work with you to ensure the
mind & body are completely comforted.

* All Prenatal treatments only available beyond 12 weeks of pregnancy.

HAND & FO OT
T R E AT M E N T S

FRESH GRAPE
HAND TREATMENT
30 MINUTES £38

A unique treatment to delight your hands,
right up to your nails! In a treatment
room filled with the delicious scent of
Grape Blossom, your nails are fluffed and
buffed with fresh halved grapes. A gentle
exfoliation is followed by intense hydration,
whilst your mask absorbs. Enjoy a relaxing
hand massage, adding the finishing touch
on this moment of complete relaxation.

FRESH GRAPE
FOOT TREATMENT
30 MINUTES £38

Soften and smooth tired feet with this
intensely hydrating treatment, in a room
filled with the delicious scent of Grape
Blossom, your nails are fluffed and
buffed with fresh halved grapes. A gentle
exfoliation is followed by intense hydration,
whilst your mask absorbs. Enjoy a pressure
point foot massage that will stimulate
the muscles and give a positive effect on
the whole body as your reflex points are
balanced and stress is melted away.

B E AU T Y TO G O

EXPRESS D-VINE FACIAL
30 MINUTES £40
INSTANT GLOW

For those who are time short, yet still want
results. This express treatment is tailor made
to meet the needs of every skin type, this
facial includes; Eye and skin cleansing, deep
exfoliation, the application of a customized
mask, and a hand massage completes this
moment of well-being. The experience is
completed with serums and moisturisers to
meet your individual requirements. Your skin’s
freshness, comfort and evenness are restored.

ANTI-AGING EYE
TREATMENT

25 MINUTES £38

25 MINUTES £38

RELAXING

LIFTING & FIRMING

Hand placement on the skull is designed to free
energy blockages and promote relaxation. This
massage simultaneously stimulates reactions in
the whole body, helping to rebalance the energies
of the nervous system.

This treatment for the eye contour is perfect for
brightening the delicate area around the eyes.
It starts with a massage followed by the
application of a hydrogel patch concentrated
in red vine, horse chestnut and ivy leaf that
smooth features, substantially diminishing dark
circles and instantly reducing puffiness. The eye
contour is lifted and the eyes enhanced.

CRANIAL MASSAGE

DE-STRESS SCALP
& FACE MASSAGE
25 MINUTES £38
LIFTING & FIRMING

This massage simultaneously stimulates reactions
in the whole face & body, helping to rebalance the
energies of the nervous system and deliver a radiant
health skin.

C C S P A’ S
MASSAGE
THERAPIES
FOR BOTH
LADIES
& GENTLEMEN

CC Spa’s own massage by our own therapists, we will perform a thorough consultation
allowing us to deliver a completely bespoke treatment to suit your needs. Whether it’s pure
relaxation or a strong massage to work into specific tension, our skilled therapists will be
able to adapt these treatments especially for you.
BESPOKE FULL BODY MASSAGE
55 MINUTES £70

This full body massage provides the ultimate escape, a top-to-toe treatment concentrating on any area of
concern. Your therapist will completely adapt your massage to suit your needs, the pressure and the time
spent on each area is bespoke for you to ensure you leave feeling completely indulged.

BACK, NECK & SHOULDER
MASSAGE
25 MINUTES £40

By targeting your back, neck and shoulder
tension zones this massage will melt away stress.
This massage will help the process of restoring
balance, harmony and well-being.

INDIAN HEAD MASSAGE
25 MINUTES £40

Feel your stress, aches and pains disappear with
this wonderfully relaxing therapeutic experience.
Head massage has been practised in India for over
a thousand years and is renowned for relieving the
anxiety that accumulates in the head, face and
neck in everyday life. Indian head massage is a safe,
simple yet effective therapy that also promotes
hair growth.

DRY FLOATATION
30 MINUTES – FLOATATION ONLY £35

Float away on this dreamy bed of water and
experience weightlessness!

After enjoying a relaxing scalp massage to start
your floatation experience you are then left alone
to simply unwind.

FINISHING
TOUCHES

WAXING
Eyebrows

£12

(This includes consultation, re-shape, wax, trim and pluck)

Lip

£10

Chin

£10

½ leg

£25

Full leg

£35

Full leg & bikini

£45

Bikini

£18

Brazilian (strip)

£30

Hollywood (all off)

£35

Underarm

£12

GENTS
Back wax

£25

Chest wax

£25

Eyebrow wax

£12

TINTING
Eyelash tint

£18

Eyebrow tint

£12

Eyelash & eyebrow

£25

Please note: we require a tint patch test minimum
48 hours prior to your first tinting session with us.

In our Xpress and Rapid treatments we file and shape
the nails, cuticle tidy, moisturise and paint with your
chosen colour. Ideal for those clients that are on-the-go
and want a quick fix.
In our Luxury treatments we take the hands and feet
on a journey cradled in luxurious products, CND
SPAMANICURE and CND SPAPEDICURE products
exfoliate, refine and moisturise leaving your senses
energised and your hands and feet fluffed, buffed and
everything in between.

SHELLAC
XPRESS MANICURE – 30 MINUTES £35
XPRESS PEDICURE – 30 MINUTES £38
LUXURY MANICURE – 60 MINUTES £55
LUXURY PEDICURE – 60 MINUTES £58

The one, the only, CND Shellac. Renowned for its up to 14 day
longevity and high shine finish. This exclusively professional nail
care system delivers fantastic results. With a beautiful range of
fashion-forward colours, and seasonal collections we’ve got it
covered (even for the most fashionista clients!).

VINYLUX POLISH
RAPID MANICURE – 25 MINUTES £28
RAPID PEDICURE – 25 MINUTES £30
LUXURY MANICURE – 55 MINUTES £45
LUXURY PEDICURE – 55 MINUTES £48

CND Vinylux is our polish of choice for our classic manicures
and pedicures. The first ever long wear polish that fuses Keratin,
Vitamin E and Jojoba oil with a chip resistant up to 7-day wear
formula with a beautiful gel-like shine.
* Upon booking please inform us if you require a gel removal so extra time can be allowed.

FANCY SOME ADD-ON’S
TO YOUR MANICURE
AND PEDICURE?
• Upgrade to a classic French
Polish for just £5 EXTRA.
• Do your feet need some
extra TLC add the Callus
Peel treatment using CND’s
Cucumber Heel therapy.
15 MINUTES £10

• Safe Shellac Removal
15 MINUTES £15

or free when having your
shellac reapplied.

MAKEUP
Enjoy having your make up expertly
applied, either for a wedding, special
occasion or just because! We will guide
your through the best colours and
products to suit your skin.
BEAUTIFUL BRIDE MAKEUP
(UP TO 2 HOURS, INCLUDING
TRIAL) £120

Our beautiful Bride makeup application
includes a trial make up before your big day
with one of our skilled make up artists. To make
your morning extra special for brides staying
at the Captain’s Club, your make up artist is
able to come up to your suite to perform your
treatment. Bridal party make up available.
*Price upon request.

SPECIAL OCCASION MAKEUP
60 MINUTES £50

Makeup Application

TIPS & TRICKS
FOR THE BRIDE-TO-BE
Because you can never be too organised…
6 WEEKS PRIOR
Beautiful Bride Makeup Part 1
Bring with you photos, magazine clippings, colour
swatches & some of your own personal favourite
makeup pieces.
4 WEEKS PRIOR
60 minute
Caudalie Facial
As well as perfecting your own routine at home…
remember cleanse, tone, exfoliate, mask & moisturise!
2 WEEKS PRIOR
Crushed Cabernet Massage
Body scrub followed by full body massage with
a contouring concentrate
1 WEEK PRIOR
Express D-Vine Radiance facial
4 DAYS PRIOR
Tinting & Waxing!
The BIG decision… Brazilian or Hollywood?!
2 DAYS PRIOR
Spray Tan
THE DAY BEFORE
Manicure & Pedicure
French? A Classic nude? Colour?
THE BIG DAY
Beautiful Bride Makeup part 2

& Enjoy!

Vita Liberata is a tried and trusted salon
professional self tanning treatment using
the most natural products on the market.
A favourite with celebrities this tan will
give you even and natural looking colour
all year round!
PRE TAN GUIDELINES
• 	 Do not use any other self tanning product
1 week before treatment.
• 	 Wax or shave at least 24 hours prior
to treatment.
• 	 Exfoliate the day prior to your tan paying
attention to hands, elbows, knees and feet.
• 	 On the day of your Vita Liberata treatment DO
NOT wear any make-up, deodorant, perfume,
body oil or lotion as these may react with the
tanning agents in Vita Liberata Spray tan.
• 	 Wear loose, dark clothing, sandals or flip flops.

TINTED SPRAY TAN
20 MINUTE APPLICATION £28

This Spray tan offers an instant bronzing colour
while your tan develops over 8 hours.
Available in Hawaii (*Light), Ecuador
(**Medium), & Brazil (***Dark).

RAPID SPRAY TAN
20 MINUTE APPLICATION £32

The longest lasting spray tan just got FASTER.
With a choose-your-shade technology this Vita
Liberata spray tan develops in up to 4 hours.
The ideal spray tan for those in a hurry as this
treatment cuts the usual developing time in half!

INDULGENCE
PA C K A G E S

THROUGH THE GRAPE VINE
£130pp

Use of the hydrotherapy pool and sauna
Light lunch with a glass of wine or
a fresh grape drink
60 minute Vinosource Facial
55 minute Divine Body Massage
Available 7 days a week, based on around
10:00-16:00 & maximum group sizes of 4.

RIVERBANK REVIVAL
£160pp

Use of the hydrotherapy pool and sauna
Light lunch served with a glass of Champagne
60 minute Caudalie Facial
55 minute Divine Body Massage
Choose either the Xpress Manicure or
Xpress Pedicure
Available 7 days a week, based on around
10:00-16:00 & maximum group sizes of 4.

LAZY LUGGER
£140pp (GREAT FOR GUYS)

Use of the hydrotherapy pool and sauna
55 minute Winemakers Massage
60 minute Vineactiv Detox Facial
Light lunch served with a glass of club wine or
a fresh grape drink
Available 7 days a week, based on around
10:00-16:00 & maximum group sizes of 4.

50% deposit required at the time of booking (can be paid via gift voucher reference code).
Deposits are non-refundable in the event of a cancellation within 7 days of your Spa day.

SEAS THE DREAM
£80pp (1/2 DAY SPA)

MUMS SHORE
£130pp (PRENATAL PACKAGE)

Use of the hydrotherapy pool
Light lunch served with a fresh grape drink
55 minute Prenatal Massage
60 minute Vinoperfect Facial
* All Prenatal treatments only available beyond
12 weeks of pregnancy.
Available 7 days a week, based on around
10:00-16:00 & maximum group sizes of 4.

WHISPERING REEDS
£85pp (GROUP SPA)

Use of the hydrotherapy pool and sauna
Champagne Buffet Lunch
Choose two treatments from:
Back, Neck and Shoulder Massage
Express D-Vine Facial
Indian Head Massage
Xpress Manicure
Xpress Pedicure

Use of the hydrotherapy pool and sauna
Light lunch with a glass of wine or a fresh
grape drink OR the Full Captain’s Club
Afternoon Tea
Choose either:
60 minute Caudalie facial
55 minute Divine Body Massage
Available Monday- Friday, either 10:00-14:00 or
13:00-17:00, maximum groups of 6.

MIDSHIP MOMENT
£60pp

Use of the hydrotherapy pool and sauna
Cheese and wine poolside
Choose one from:
Back, Neck and Shoulder Massage
Express D-Vine Facial
Indian Head Massage
Available Tuesday’s & Thursday’s, 17:00-20:00
and maximum groups of 6.
WHY NOT FINISH YOUR EVENING WITH DRINKS IN
OUR QUAY BAR OR DINNER AT OUR CAPTAIN’S TABLE
RESTAURANT? LET US KNOW AND WE’LL HAPPILY
BOOK A TABLE FOR YOU.

Available Tuesday - Saturday 10:00-14:00
and group sizes 6-8 only.

50% deposit required at the time of booking (can be paid via gift voucher reference code).
Deposits are non-refundable in the event of a cancellation within 7 days of your Spa day.

GIFT VOUCHERS
Looking for a gift?
Whether you are looking to treat someone to
a Spa treatment, dinner in the Club Restaurant
or a weekend retreat, our gift vouchers make the
perfect gift. Gift vouchers can be purchased via
our website or by calling 01202 475111.
Captain’s Club Hotel and Spa ****
Since opening in 2006 the Captain’s Club Hotel
has established itself as the leading 4 star hotel in
Christchurch and with a contemporary nauticalinspired design and enviable waterfront position,
it’s not hard to see why!
Open to non-residents as well as residents, we
offer award-winning food, amazing cocktails,
comfortable rooms with river views, exciting
events and outstanding levels of customer service.

We are independently owned and run which
allows us to add those personal touches that
make staying with us feel all the more special.
Oh and did you know that we are dog friendly
on our terrace and in our luxury suites.
So whether you are looking for a fabulous night
out, a romantic weekend away, a family holiday,
a dream wedding or a business trip home-fromhome, you can rely on us.
Please note: gift vouchers are not refundable
for any cash value.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Prices and treatments are subject to availability and change.
BOOKING CONDITIONS

MEDICAL CONDITIONS

All special offers, spa day packages and
bookings valued £100 and over will be secured
with a 50% deposit payable in advance. The
balance must be paid at the time of booking
by cash, credit / debit card or by providing us
with your gift voucher number. Deposits are
non-refundable in the event of cancellation
within 7 days of your appointment, but will be
transferred over to another booking for you if
you change the date of your booking within
48 hours.

When you book, please notify our therapists
of any existing or former medical conditions that
may affect the services they are able to offer you;

TREATMENT TIMES AND ARRIVAL

In order for us to provide our clients with the
best possible service, we request that you
arrive 15 minutes prior to your appointment
time. As a courtesy to our other spa clients, we
endeavour to ensure that treatment times are
adhered to and consequently may not be able
to treat clients who arrive late. We regret that
latecomers will incur the full fee for shortened
treatment times.
MOBILE PHONES

To preserve a peaceful atmosphere we request
that mobile phones are switched off before
entering CC Spa.
CHILDREN

For health, safety, insurance and relaxation
purposes children under the age of 16 years
are not permitted in the spa at any time.
HYDROTHERAPY POOL & SAUNA

At CC Spa for health, safety (& relaxation)
purposes our treatments and use of the Spa
facilities are only prohibited for guests 16+.

For example:
• Cardiac conditions
• Back or neck injury
• Diabetes
• 	Radiotherapy or chemotherapy for the
treatment of cancer or if you have suffered
with cancer in the last two years
• 	If you have undergone surgery in the last
three months
• 	If you have ever had a deep vein
thrombosis (DVT)
• 	Skin allergies / sensitivity which may be
aggravated by some of our massage products
• Pregnancy
• 	Some treatments may be unsuitable so you
should consult your doctor prior to booking, if
you are unsure please provide a doctors letter.
We are unable to make refunds if you fail to
disclose a medical condition at the time of
booking which subsequently prevents you
receiving your treatment.
CANCELLATION POLICY

All treatments and spa days cancelled with less
than 48 hours notice will incur a cancellation fee
of 50% of the value. This will be taken from an
authorised card or a deposit paid to secure
a booking.

Spa
T +44 (0)1202 491360
E spa@captainsclubhotel.com

Hotel
T +44 (0)1202 475111
F +44 (0)1202 490111
E enquiries@captainsclubhotel.com
Wick Ferry, Christchurch, Dorset, BH23 1HU
www.captainsclubhotel.com

